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Rumba

Price 22.05 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 5 days

Number 1605

Manufacturer SKOFF

Product description
LED lighting fixture RUMBA comes from the collection Polish SKOFF of the unusual name of the Music Line. The manufacturer
gave the names of musical devices. Rumba is distinguished by an oblong shape with dimensions of 15x4 cm. The company
creates as part of an interdisciplinary team, therefore draws attention to the many features that should have robust luminaire
with modern simple design.

Ledowy module casing section is made of aluminum and its color only occurs. At the discretion of while you can choose the
color of the light emitted. There are four variants, from white to blue, the red and green.

The shape and size of the device allows for installation in virtually any location. Parallel connection has the advantage of
being ideally suited to lighting passageways, stairs and risers. The same is great for highlighting furniture, including websites.
Devotees savings offered by LEDs utilizing this type of fittings also light illumination on the walls of a typical decorative
feature. Power consumption from 0.6 to 1W is for such use, an excellent argument.

Another advantage is persistence - 50 thousand. hours of light combined with a 2-year warranty, the product becomes
competitive and securing full costs of lighting on good few years before you need to replace the luminaire (not replaceable
LED module in this case). Disassembly is simple, since the product is attached with adhesive tape or glue.
 

LED Lighting fitting

Advantages: Long life - 50 000 h
Very low energy consumption
Robust design
Material: Aluminum

Application: illumination of passageways
stairs
stair risers
glass cabinets
decorating the walls with light

Available types

Symbol Finishing Colour of light power consumption [W] Indeks
ML-RU-G-W Aluminum white 0,8 ML-RUM-G-W

ML-RU-G-WW Aluminum warm white 0,8 ML-RUM-G-H

ML-RU-G-R Aluminum red 1,0 ML-RUM-G-R

ML-RU-G-B Aluminum blue 0,8 ML-RUM-G-B

ML-RU-G-G Aluminum green 0,6 ML-RUM-G-G

Technical data

Supply voltage: 10 V DC

Light source: LED

Installation: using self-adhesive tape or glue

Ingress Protection IP 20
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Rating:

Typee of connection: parallel

Recommended
power supplies:

ZOL6, ZOL7, ZOL15, ZOL16

Commercial data

Device weight: ...

Device dimensions: 150 x 40 mm

Warranty period: 24 mo.
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This product has additional options:

Light color: Warm white , Cold white , blue , Green , Red
Waterproof: IP20 , IP56 (+ 1.91 Euro )
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